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ARE YOU HEADING 
FOR BURNOUT AT WORK
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WHAT HAS HAPPENED 
TO OUR LEISURE TIME



Welcome to the Chtristmas 2021 edition  
of our newsletter.

This issue, as always contains articles on  
a wide variety of topics which I hope will  
be of interest to you and your business.

If you have any queries, please  
do not hesitate to get in touch and  
one of our highly experienced team  
at Ronan Enright Solicitors will be happy  
to assist you.

Ronan. 
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Homebuyers earning less than €60,000 may be offered a “step 
break”from the Central Bank’s strict mortgage lending rules under 
a series of changes being considered by the regulator.

As part of a review of the measures, the Central Bank said it 
would consider a number of suggestions made to it during various 
listening and engagement events over the past year, including 
loosening the current loan-to-income (LTI) and loan-to-value (LTV) 
rates for certain categories of buyers.

It said many participants had highlighted that the current 3.5 LTI limit 
posed too big a challenge for “those attempting to purchase a home 
in urban areas, single people, lone parents, average income earners 
and those who are separated or divorced with a family home and 
cannot access the mortgage market as first time buyers (FTBs).”

One of the suggestions put forward was the introduction of a “step 
break”so that those earning up to €60,000 would be able to avail 
of a 4.5 LTI limit, it said, noting that this could assist lower income 
households in rural locations.

CENTRAL BANK TO CONSIDER ‘STEP BREAK’ 
FROM MORTGAGE RULES

Bruce Springsteen has sold his masters and music publishing rights 
to Sony Music in a deal worth about $500 million (€441.7 million), 
entertainment publication Billboard said, citing sources.

The sale will give Sony ownership of the rock music legend’s entire 
catalogue, including 15-times platinum album Born in the USA and 
five-times platinum The River, Billboard reported.

It is the latest in a string of catalogue deals over the past year or 
so, that includes the music of David Bowie, Bob Dylan, Paul Simon, 
Stevie Nicks, Neil Young and Carole Bayer Sager.

Warner Music bought worldwide rights to Bowie’s catalogue in 
September, and Dylan sold his back catalogue of more than 600 
songs in December last year to Universal Music Group at a purchase 
price widely reported as $300 million.

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN SELLS CATALOGUE TO 
SONY IN $500M DEAL

Insurance executives have told the Oireachtas finance committee 
that while Personal Injury Assessment Board (PIAB) awards have 
fallen dramatically as a result of new judicial guidelines, motorists 
are not receiving the full benefit because of a spike in rejections in 
the State body’s calculations.

PIAB reported in October that the value of awards assessed by it 
dropped by an average of 40 per cent in the first five-month period 
after the guidelines were introduced in April.

However, the rejection rate of its awards had risen to almost 60 per 
cent from a traditional level of 50 per cent – leading to a greater 
percentage of people going the litigation route.

The chief executives of FBD Group and RSA Insurance Ireland told the 
committee that they had reduced their motor rates by an average of 
10 per cent this year, while the head of AIG Ireland said his company 
had lowered rates by 5.1 per cent.

Average car premiums had fallen by 16 per cent between late 2017 
and the end of 2020, following a 62 per cent surge over the previous 
five years as the industry scrambled to recover from a period of 
massive losses.

INSURERS CLAIM SPIKE IN PIAB AWARD 
REJECTIONS LIMIT PREMIUM CUTS

Foreign direct investment (FDI) in Ireland rose by €71 billion last 
year despite the Covid crisis. New figures compiled by the Central 
Statistics Office show the increase in flows of FDI into the State 
was largely attributable to new investment from North America.

Equity and reinvested earnings inflows of €57 billion and €64 billion 
respectively, were offset by decreases in other capital investment 
of €50 billion.

The overall value of the stock of direct investment into the Republic 
increased from €1.08 trillion to €1.09 trillion last year. Inward FDI 
in Ireland exceeded €1 trillion for the first time in 2019, according 
to the CSO.

Increased investment from the US of €54 billion last year was offset 
by a decrease from Europe and offshore centres of €13 billion and 
€27 billion respectively.

In its 2020 annual report, IDA Ireland said that the sectors that 
proved the most resilient during 2020 were technology and life 
sciences in a year when global FDI was severely disrupted by the 
Covid-19 pandemic.

FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT TO IRELAND 
RISES BY MORE THAN €70BN
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High work performance doesn’t have to 
come at the expense of your personal health 
and welfare.
You won’t have to look very far to find books 
on work performance and still more about 
wellbeing. Now Laura Watkins and Vanessa 
Dietzel have combined the two in their 
recently published book “The Performance 
Curve”. In the book, the authors share 
their view that wellbeing and optimal work 
performance are mutually dependent.
The authors believe in the interactive 
collaboration of wellbeing with productivity. 
Together they create a potent force for 
enhanced performance. Simply put when 
you feel good, you’re more effective.  
The main topic of the book is wellbeing. The 
authors take a realistic look at the subject, 
quoting facts and figures. They also use 
their own knowledge interesting examples 
from psychology and neuroscience. 
The authors have tons of experience in 
dealing with some of the most successful 
leaders in business. They use this know-how 
to argue for a more complete understanding 
of work performance.   
As part of their research, they spoke to 
dozens of people from various backgrounds. 
In doing so, they hoped to gain a better 

understanding of the connection between 
wellbeing and work performance. They 
discussed the topic with the founder of ISB, a 
top business school in India, Pramath Sinha. 
They also interviewed cellist Yo-Yo-Ma and 
Maggie Henriquez, CEO of Krug Champagne.
Watkins and Dietzel have plenty of experience 
working in businesses where the pressure to 
perform is high. Both worked for McKinsey 
and Boston Consulting before they decided 
to go it alone. Dietzel has spent the last two 
decades working on business and personal 
performance. While Watkins has a Ph.D. 
in cognitive neuroscience from Cambridge 
University. She is also the co-founder of the 
McKinsey European leadership group. 
In the course of their work, the authors saw 
many of their clients battle in the complex 
business environment. It was clear that 
many people in this ecosystem found it 
difficult to balance productivity with personal 
wellbeing. Many ended up totally exhausted 
and generally unhappy.
Ongoing pressure to perform can force 
people into circumstances where they must 
find the resources to keep going. This may 
appear productive to outsiders but it slowly 
wears down their capacity to think and act 
productively.  
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It is essential that we take time out. According to the 
authors, enduring, long-term stress reduces brain 
function. In fact, brain scans prove that the brain structure 
changes under conditions of chronic stress. The areas 
most affected are those related to emotional and self-
control and memory function. 

Watkins says the best way to ensure that over-achievers 
slow down is to convince them to stop evaluating their 
performance on results alone. They should rather 
consider what they want from life itself. 

She points out that superficial changes won’t bring lasting 
results. Permanent changes happen when we change 
our habits. To understand the importance of a holistic 
approach to life, we have to change our mindsets. 

Watkins calls this “rebooting our inner operating system”. 

This allows us to make better decisions when it comes 
to communication. We are better able to deal with 
complications, using less effort and obtaining better 
results. The result is enhanced fulfilment. Fifteen 
minutes of alternative enquiry can result in major 
changes in the outcome. The book contains a toolkit to 
get the process going. 

Watkins says that sometimes people resist change but 
she maintains that very often they know that change is 
necessary. She says she often uses neuroscience to 
convince people of the need for change. She says that 
people find the evidence offered by science convincing. 

When people understand the effects of adrenaline on the 
brain and how it affects decision-making, they appreciate 
the need for change. This understanding provides the 
impetus to change habits. 

TAKE A BREAK

Though the book aims to change the overall view of those 
willing to make the change, even small steps can make 
a difference. 

Watkins suggests pausing and focusing before facing 
tense circumstances. She says breathing in for three 
seconds and out for six can help you to a more relaxed 
frame of mind so you’re ready to face the tensions. 

Watkins also suggests keeping a journal to improve 
wellbeing. She says that even a few minutes of writing 
down our thoughts and emotions have proven to 

promote wellbeing. 

The publication of this book is well-timed. The pandemic 
has left people with a hankering for a better work-life 
balance. Even big business has realized the importance 
of ensuring the wellbeing of their employees in the 
wake of Covid-19.

Across the world, people have grappled with the 
challenges of the virus. They now appreciate the need 
for balance. Now, leaders understand the importance of 
reaching out before they burn out. 

EVEN SMALL CHANGES CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
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London-based global design company, Arup, recently adopted a hybrid work model. This 
new system allows employees to choose their working hours across a seven-day week. 
Employees can choose where to work for three days of the week but must spend two days at 
the Arup offices. 
Now, many of the employees choose to work over the weekend when it’s quiet so they can 
get more done. Time uninterrupted by client visits and video meetings means that employees 
can do more in the same amount of time. 
All the 6,000 employees working in the UK get to spread their core working hours over the 
entire week. This means that employees with partners that work shifts can choose hours that 
allow them to spend more time together. 
Arup even has a name for their new system. It’s called “Work Unbound”. Though they 
launched the work practice this year, Arup ran pilot projects in their offices in Liverpool and 
Queensland, Australia in 2019. 
Of the professional staff who took part in the trial, 35% chose to do some of their work over 
the weekend. 
Flexibility allows employees to fit their personal lives and their work schedules together. 
Now they can perform some of their domestic chores, like child transport during working 
hours. Then, substitute that time with weekend work. 
They can also start work earlier, leaving time at the end of the day to enjoy other pastimes 
such as childcare or exercise. 
Covid-19 lockdowns sent millions of people across the globe home from their offices to work 
remotely. Remote work drove more flexible schedules as employees strove to manage home 
schooling, care of the elderly and household chores with the employment responsibilities. 
Many have returned to work but employers have started to consider more flexible work 
arrangements. 
Senior management at Arup believes that once employees have experienced the freedom of 
choice, it is next to impossible to turn back the clock.
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Where employers have tried to return to the pre-pandemic 
working hours they have met with strong resistance from 
staff. It is believed that this is one of the contributors to the 
Great Resignation.

Professor of management practice at the London 
Business School, Lynda Gratton says that a choice of 
time can have advantages, but some companies are 
battling pick between home and office work. They must 
make choices that allow employees to concentrate and 
disconnect from others. Work needs a redesign. 

Still, such flexibility also brings risks, not least of all the 
expectation that you’re always on duty. It may be very 
hard to switch off while others are working, especially 
when you have your emails coming through to your 
mobile phone.

One of Arup’s human resources directors, Dianne 
Thornhill, claims that there have been no major changes 
in the way that people work but, she says, employees 
enjoy the freedom to choose. The change wasn’t easy 
since many leaders had difficulty changing past behaviour. 

One of the first things they changed was the jokes 
between workers about working part-time or taking half 
days off when people left the workplace. 

Management also made it obvious that they were 
making flexible work options. Some would leave early to 
spend time with their families. Then work in the evening. 
The point of doing this was to let the staff see that they 
could and should work flexible hours. Now, they could 
combine their home responsibilities with what they had 
to do for work.

Flexible work requires some planning, taking account of 
client and worker schedules. Arup expects all employees 
to come to work on two days of the week. Employees 
sit down each week to plan the week ahead. Many also 
share their electronic diaries. 

Flexibility only works when transparency becomes a 
habit. You can’t miss deadlines because someone failed 
to come to work on the day. 

Alex Dunn, a business assistant at Arup, prefers to come 
in early and leave early. The early start gives her focus 
time before her team starts the day online. She says that 
when it comes to scheduling work, employees must get 
used to sharing their movements without feeling that 
they’re being watched. 

This new approach to work needs an appreciation of 
the tasks that need focus as opposed to those where 
collaboration is key. Director, Stephen Fernandez, says 
that those who want to work over the weekend must 
carefully consider the affect that will have on others who 
may not want to work the same hours. He says that the 
lockdown opened management’s eyes to the possibilities 
of working alone and as part of a team. 

Teams must consider the working preferences of other 
team members and this needs communication and 
collaboration.

It is also vital that clients understand whether employees 
are available or not. Most employees work on more than 
one project so clients don’t expect them to be constantly 
available. However, small courtesies like informing your 
client that you’re away make for better relationships.

Changing the   
Culture at Arup
Most employees at Arup are still getting used to the new 
flexibility, mostly adapting working hours. The difference 
now is that when you leave early, you tell your colleagues 
that you need time off with your family, whereas in the 
past you may have made an excuse. 

Even though people aren’t yet taking full advantage of the 
opportunities, small changes can make a big difference to 
the work-life balance. 

Arup employee, Priyanka Jain, has a side hustle. She 
delivers gifts and cards that encourage team building in 
organizations. Where previously she felt guilty leaving 
work to post her gifts. Now she can use the flexible work 
hours with no feelings of guilt or regret. 

Fernandez likes to keep fit. In the past, if he cycled or ran 
at all, he had to do it in the dark after work. Now he can 
take time out during the day to get some exercise. He 
says that it’s improved his sense of wellbeing, making 
him more productive. 

Mothers can now spend more time with their children 
helping to reduce parental guilt and cutting the barriers 
between employees with and without children

In the past, when parents left for emergencies, other 
workers might comment or show their distrust in other 
ways. Now parents don’t even have to say where they’re 
going. They just leave the office.

Younger people at Arup say that they enjoy the new 
freedoms. They watched their parents work long hours 
with little leisure time. The flexibility affords employees 
the opportunity to perform at work and still find time to 
do what they enjoy.

As Arup rolls out the new working hours to the rest of 
the world, it will be interesting to see how things turn 
out. Thornhill believes that cultural differences will 
mean different experiences in different countries. Yet all 
employees will enjoy the new found flexibility. 

https://www.irishtimes.com/topics/topics-7.1213540?article=true&tag_person=Lynda+Gratton
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How has it come to this? We’re always short of time and yet we work fewer hours than those 
who went before. In the late 1800s, people spent between 60 to 70 hours at work each week. 
At the time, unions fought hard for an 8-hour day. During the 20th century they achieved their 
goal and today few people work more than 40 hours a week. 

So, what has happened with all the extra time we’ve gained? It’s not just a feeling, we definitely 
have less time to relax now than we had in bygone years. 

The Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development reports that people’s leisure 
time has reduced in eight of the 13 countries for which they have data. In Korea, leisure time 
dropped by 14%, in Spain by 11%. In the Netherlands, people have 6% less leisure time and 
in Hungary 5%. In the US people have 1% less time to relax.    

The OECD describes this as “time poverty”. This refers to a share of leisure that falls 60% 
below the median. Ten of the 13 countries have seen an increase in time poverty since 2000. 

The average working week has remained at 40 hours for full-time employees since the 1990s. 
So, this may have had an impact on the amount of available leisure time but this can’t be the 
only reason for the decline. 

The Resolution Foundation decided to investigate the phenomenon. They compared data 
collected in surveys on British time use in the 1970s and the 2010s. This study showed that 
both men and women had less time for themselves than before, and the problem was worse 
for women than men. 

Women have four hours and 47 minutes of leisure time a day and men have five hours and 23 
minutes. In the seventies, every person of working age enjoyed six hours.
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Today more women go out to work and men do more 
work around the house. Yet, the big difference is a result 
of how much both parents spend on childcare. Childcare 
is not classed as leisure time. 

Women spend more than double the amount of time 
looking after children than they did in the 1970s. Men 
also put in a lot more time looking after children. So, who 
cared for the kids in the seventies?

I used social media to find out and received hundreds of 
responses. Most people said that they played outside and 
didn’t need parental control while doing it. They would 
return home before sunset for dinner and bed. 

Attitudes to risk have changed. This may be an element in 
the altered approach to childcare. It is also possible that 
what we consider childcare today differs from that of the 
seventies.

People mark primary activities on the surveys in blocks 
of ten minutes. Perhaps in earlier years, those who cared 
for their children continued with other activities. So, the 
primary activity may have been housework while the 
children played in the background. 

Today, it is common for both parents to work. It is, thus, 
likely that they want to spend more time with their children 
during the evenings and on weekends. So, the extra time 
spent on childcare. 

There has also been another major change in our 
lifestyles. Technology makes it difficult to separate work 
from home. We are always available and on duty. 

This raises some questions. If I check my messages 
while watching television, is it work of play? What if I 
read my newsfeed while in my office? As the borders 
between work and play meld do we have more fun at 
work or less at home?

TIME SPENT ON 
CHILDCARE HAS 
INCREASED

Covid-19 confused the boundaries between work and play even further as office workers were sent home. 
Working from home comes with perks, not least of all the savings in time and cost of commuting, and 
many employees are keen to hang on to the time gains. 

The trade unions have for some years now called for fewer working hours. In Germany and Austria, 
the employer and employee representative counsels have signed pioneering collective agreements. 
These allow workers to choose fewer hours over a higher wage. In the UK, the Trades Union Congress is 
pushing for a four-day week. Yet, evidence shows that shorter hours do not automatically translate into 
more time for ourselves. 

In 1930, John Maynard Keynes forecast a time when we would work 15 hours each week. Though he knew 
that the transition would be hard because as he said we have been taught to struggle. 

WORK OR REST
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Dr. Constantin Gurdgiev

The Central Banks are printing, the fiscal authorities 
are spending, the households are all in, and the risk-
focused institutional investors, such as Private Equity, 
have long ago run out of assets worth buying. Everything, 
from art to wine, from esoteric NFTs to more reputable 
varieties of cryptos, from large cap stocks to small caps, 
from investment grade bonds to junk bonds is going up 
in valuations. There is not an asset untouched by the 
investing herd to be found.
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Consider the following facts. As of the end of November, 
through the first week of December:

• Nasdaq 100 / Dow Jones ratio – a measure of the 
‘new economy’/tech stocks valuations ratio to 
the ‘old economy’ stocks values has risen above 
0.471 – a number that is above the previous record 
reading of 0.467 last attained at the peak of the 
Dot.Com bubble in 2000. At the end of 2019, before 
the pandemic struck, the ratio was at 0.3.

• Value stocks have fallen against growth stocks 
to the levels last seen at the end of 2000: the 12 
months forward PE ratio for Russell 1000 Value 
Index is now just 52 percent of the 12 months 
forward PE ratio for Russell 1000 Growth and a 
similar trend is now evident in the value vs growth 
stocks performance within S&P500. A reading 
of less than 70 percent is viewed as signaling a 
market that is severely overbought risk.

• S&P500 Information Technology Sector Total 
Return is up 28.7 percent year to date, the index 
price return is up 27.61%, implying that just 1/20th 
of the total return came from dividends, while the 
rest is down to speculative buying. In the same 
period, S&P 500 Value total return was up 19.7 
percent, with dividends contributing ca 1/12th 
of the total return. Put differently, tech stock 
valuations not only outperformed value stocks, 
but they did so on the back of lower contribution of 
dividends to the total return. Of course, dividends 
represent a major metric for assessing companies 
intrinsic value. And, of course, no one cares today 
for fundamentals. (Chart 1)

• At the end of October, based on the data from 
Topdown Charts, ca 35 percent of all stocks 
traded on the US markets had a Price/Sales ratio 
in excess of 10x. At the peak of Dot.Com bubble 
that number set previous historical record at 
‘only’ 23 percent. 

• Some analysts are quick to point out that 
today’s profit margins are generally higher than 
those recorded back in 1999-2001, allowing 
for higher Price/Sales ratios. Alas, this hardly 
matters: we are witnessing investors propping 
up a historically high number of zombie firms 
(companies with annual EBIT below their interest 
bills). Zombie companies’ stocks now have total 
market capitalization in excess of $5.7 trillion. 
Back at the Dot.Com peak that number was less 
than $2 trillion, so increases in zombie firms 
valuations have outpaced overall market cap to 
GDP ratios increases.

• The latter, stock markets capitalization ratio to 
GDP, is now in excess of 205 percent – the highest 
it has ever been and above the Credit Crisis bubble 
peak of 140 percent and the Dot.Com bubble 
peak of 151 percent. Across 17 largest developed 
economies, GDP-weighted average stock market 
cap to GDP ratio is currently at its historic high 
of 165 percent. In the prior two crises, the same 
ratios for the advanced economies’ markets were 
115 percent and 125 percent, respectively.

• Looking back at the PE10 ratios (ratios of current 
stock prices to 10-year average of corporate 
earnings), US markets peaked at 52x at the top 
of the Dot.Com bubble and at a moderate 29x in 
the run up to the Global Financial Crisis. Today’s 
PE10 ratio for the US is closer to 44x – somewhat 
below Dot.Com bubble top, but vastly above any 
other reading from 1985 through today, excluding 
1998-2001 period. There is nothing comparable to 
this investor exuberance in the rest of the world: 
Emerging Markets are currently trading at PE10 
multiple of around 15x and Developed Markets ex-
US are close to 20x.

• Meanwhile, Liv-Ex Fine Wine Investables Index 
is now back above its previous historical highs 
achieved back in 2011, having risen at the rates 
only slightly below those for S&P500 since the 
start of the pandemic.

• Meanwhile, net cash positions in retail and 
institutional investors’ margin accounts are the 
lowest on record. In October 2021, cumulative 
cash net of margin debt drawdowns for the US 
investors fell to -$709.7 billion – its lowest level 
in history (Chart 2).

MARKET MADNESS

CHART 1: S&P 500: Ratios of Value to Growth 
and Value to Tech Sector Indices
Source: FRED and S&P Global
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The last two points are important ones. Whatever one 
makes of the earnings and profit margins dynamics in 
recent years, the extent to which the US markets have 
leveraged up since the start of the pandemic is a major 
concern of its own. 

FINRA’s latest data through October 2021 shows margin 
accounts drawdowns of $935.86 billion. But this does not 
include margin debt carried by the US hedge funds that 
was raised abroad. Based on the Fed statistics for 1Q 2021, 
adding this debt, the total margin debt that is underwriting 
US stock markets valuations to date was closer to $1.04 
trillion at the end of 3Q 2021 and has potentially risen to as 
much $1.18 trillion by the end of November. If confirmed 
in a data release due in 1Q 2022, this would imply that 

margin debt accounts for ca 2.3 percent of the total 
market capitalization of the US stock markets – a number 
well above 1.8 percent marker reached at the peak of Dot.
Com bubble, although still below 2.7 percent all time high 
reached in 2008 (Chart 3).

Source: FINRA

CHART 2: Net Cash position in margin accounts
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• Private Equity firms – former payday champions of the Wall Street world – are struggling to find any 
value in this environment. PE deals valuations and leverage risks are through the roof. Per recent 
analysis by White & Case, “US buyout multiples averaging 11.4x EBITDA in 2020 and more than two-
thirds of US deals pricing above 11x EBITDA” (https://www.whitecase.com/publications/insight/us-
ma-2021/private-equity-deal) . As the result, number of PE buyouts peaked in 1Q 2021 and have 
declined since, though the value of these deals continued to set new historical records. Perhaps even 
more telling, quarterly value of exits from PE holdings has exceeded $100 billion in every quarter 
starting with Q3 2020. There has been not a single quarter on record prior to this pandemic when PE 
exits were in excess of $100 billion.

DEBT AND MORE DEBT

https://www.whitecase.com/publications/insight/us-ma-2021/private-equity-deal
https://www.whitecase.com/publications/insight/us-ma-2021/private-equity-deal
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Investors’ herd chasing risk-loaded returns has 
gone full contagion. Last month, Calpers, one of the 
largest pensions funds in the world with assets under 
management in excess of $495 billion announced that 
it will borrow 5 percent of the fund’s money to leverage 
up into high risk assets. Calpers is more than a canary 
in the mine. The fund manages pensions for a range of 
public sector employers in California, including highly 
sensitive and powerful unions representing police and 
law enforcement, fire crews and teachers. It is also the 
largest public pensions manager in the US. 

In recent decades, Calpers achieved returns have trailed 
far behind the returns required to achieve solvency on 
long term pensions liabilities promised to many of these 
critical employees. Which means that Calpers has started 
forcing smaller pension pools in rural parts of California to 
impose cuts on pensions payouts. In the political powder 
keg that is modern America, such cuts are equivalent to 
playing with fire in a munitions warehouse. In the political 
environment of looming 2022 mid-term elections and 
2024 presidential and congressional contest, this playing 
with fire looks more like playing with napalm.

Here’s what is interesting about Calpers’ decision. A 
pension fund is a conservative undertaking. The last thing 
Calpers want is to endanger – through leverage risk, 
market risk, liquidity risk or any other major source of 
value uncertainty – its long-term solvency. Which means 
it should be very careful with investments it makes, let 
alone with taking on debt to engage in leveraged trades 
that target higher risk strategies. But Calpers is not 
holding back. The fund already holds vast exposures to 
institutional investors (e.g. hedge funds and investment 
funds) which are leveraged up to historically high levels 
themselves. And now Calpers is borrowing directly to 
leverage even more. Doing this in a market on an upward 
trend with a lot of room to run based on the stocks (and 
bonds) intrinsic valuations is a risky proposition for an 

asset manager with growing longer-term liabilities, 
such as a pension fund. But getting deeper and deeper 
into leverage in the markets that are at or above prior 
historical highs in terms of valuations is pretty much a 
game of desperation.

Calpers is following in the footsteps of the Private Equity. 
As noted above, deal leverage has skyrocketed in the 
case of PE buyouts and is sitting at a record historical 
high. As stated earlier, more than two-thirds of US deals 
are currently being priced above 11x EBITDA. During the 
pre-GFC markets bubble, less than one third of all PE 
deals were done at such valuations. To afford these price 
exposures, PE firms are falling into debt. Debt financing 

Source: FRED database

CHART 3: Total Margin Accounts, Millions USD
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THE HERD TAKES OVER

SWITCHING TO HIGHER RISK GEARING STRATEGIES
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geopolitical and macroeconomic risk and uncertainty 
analysis. Prof. Gurdgiev serves an adviser with a number 
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the Board of the Irish Mortgage Holders Organisation, 
and a co-Founder of iCare Housing Solutions, two non-
profit organizations working with the issues of financial 
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In the past, Prof. Gurdgiev served as the Head of 
Macroeconomics with the Institute for Business Value, 
IBM, the Director of Research with NCB Stockbrokers, 
Ltd, and the Editor and Director of the Business & 
Finance magazine.

as a share of buyouts rose to 7x EBITDA in almost six 
deals out of ten in 2020. Which is triple the level of debt 
leveraging involved in PE deals five years ago.

Just as PE industry is loading up on risk and debt, pensions 
funds are loading up on PE industry. At the same time as 
it announced that it will be borrowing to invest, Calpers 
also said that it will increase its portfolio exposure to 
PE from 8 percent of AUM to 13 percent (https://www.
institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1vqmjx5wnv2vq/
CalPERS-is-Turning-to-Private-Equity-and-Leverage-
to-Boost-Returns-and-Reduce-Risk-Will-It-Work). 

Worse, debt exposures in PE sector have been shifting not 
only in terms of quantity, but also quality. A recent survey 
of PE firms by a law practice Dechert found that 45 percent 
of PE firms have increased their use of private credit 
financing over the last three years through mid-2021. 
This represents a 10 percentage point increase on 2020s 
survey (https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/
b1vdhdbryr7dkp/Private-Equity-Funds-Fuel-Growth-
in-Private-Credit). Which potentially makes true debt 
exposures within the asset management and investment 
services sector less transparent and harder to pin down 

for pensions savers and institutional investors.

The rising exposure to leverage risks in today’s financial 
markets is even more apparent when one considers the 
fact that we are moving toward a potential reversal in 
the monetary policies that sustained the accumulation of 
this leverage and underpins current markets’ valuations. 
In recent weeks, both the FOMC and the Fed influencers, 
such as Laurence Summers, have accelerated the 
rhetoric about the need for accelerated tapering of asset 
purchases by the Fed, as well as the desirability of more 
aggressive interest rates hikes in 2022. Last week, 
Summers, who holds a significant influence in Washington, 
called on the Fed to pre-announce its intentions to carry 
out four interest rates hikes in 2022. Recent Fed’s dot-
plots, mapping FOMC members’ outlook for interest rates 
in years ahead, has been shifting to reflect the growing 
pressure within the central bank to raise cost of credit 
faster and earlier.

Should the Fed opt for a surprise and put its monetary 
policy onto more hawkish footing in early 2022, the move 
can easily cause a major markets correction, blowing 
leverage risks up and forcing big losses into leveraged 
portfolios. But, for now, the party is rolling on. 

https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1vqmjx5wnv2vq/CalPERS-is-Turning-to-Private-Equity-and-Leverage-to-Boost-Returns-and-Reduce-Risk-Will-It-Work
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1vqmjx5wnv2vq/CalPERS-is-Turning-to-Private-Equity-and-Leverage-to-Boost-Returns-and-Reduce-Risk-Will-It-Work
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1vqmjx5wnv2vq/CalPERS-is-Turning-to-Private-Equity-and-Leverage-to-Boost-Returns-and-Reduce-Risk-Will-It-Work
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1vqmjx5wnv2vq/CalPERS-is-Turning-to-Private-Equity-and-Leverage-to-Boost-Returns-and-Reduce-Risk-Will-It-Work
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1vdhdbryr7dkp/Private-Equity-Funds-Fuel-Growth-in-Private-Credit
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1vdhdbryr7dkp/Private-Equity-Funds-Fuel-Growth-in-Private-Credit
https://www.institutionalinvestor.com/article/b1vdhdbryr7dkp/Private-Equity-Funds-Fuel-Growth-in-Private-Credit
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LITIGATION AND  
DISPUTE RESOLUTION 
 • Medical Negligence
 • Road Traffic Accidents
 • Occupiers’ Liability
 • Public Liability
 • Product Liability
 • Employers’ Liability
 • Company Law & Shareholder Disputes
 • Contract Disputes
 • Defamation
 • Environmental Law
 • Nuisance
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 • Professional Negligence
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 • Insurance law
 • Arbitration
 • Insurance defence litigation
 • Mediation
 • Injuries Board Applications

WILLS AND ESTATE 
PLANNING
 • Will Drafting
 • Periodic Will Review
 • Estate Planning
 • Tax implications
 • Advise beneficiaries and family members

COMMERCIAL  
LAW
 • Buying and Selling  
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 • Taxation Issues
 • Debt Collection
 • Enforcement  
of Judgements
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agreements

LICENSING LAW
 • Ad Interim Transfers
 • Confirmation  
of Transfers

 • Renewal of Licences
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 • Declaratory Orders
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 • Workplace Discrimination
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 • Equality Issues
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PROPERTY 
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 • Planning
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 • Separation and Divorce
 • Custody, Access  
and Guardianship Issues
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orders and safety issues

 • Maintenance Payments
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